


















Spatial Plan Feedback Form

Q1

Name:

Shane & Diane Howe, Nicholas Meatyard & Susanne Bird

Q2

Postal address

Q3

Email

Q4

Phone

Q5

Which ward do you live in?

Martinborough

Q6

What is your age?

Respondent skipped this question

Q7

Organisation (only if authorised to submit on behalf of an
organisation, one submission per organisation):

Respondent skipped this question

  
  
  
  
  

Page 1: Personal Details
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Spatial Plan Feedback Form

Q8

Do you think our draft South Wairarapa Spatial Plan
Diagram and Map on page 4 captures the values and
features that you think will help achieve the district’s vision
of “the best of country living with the community at the
heart of everything we do?”

Respondent skipped this question

Q9

Is there anything missing? (please make any comments
below)

Respondent skipped this question

Q10

Do you support the recommended growth option
(combination option Inner Residential (ME), Mid
Residential (MD), Outer Residential Lifestyle (MA)) for
Martinborough? (See page 5 for details)

No

Q11

Please give your reasons below:

Respondent skipped this question



Spatial Plan Feedback Form

Q12

What do you think of the other areas (Dublin Outer Residential Lifestyle (MB), Lake Ferry/White Rock Outer Residential
Lifestyle (MC) and Ferry Road Mid Residential (MF) that have been identified for potential growth if Martinborough needs
more land for growth in the future? Please comment below:

While we support the general intent of South Wairarapa District Council (the Council)
to develop a Draft Spatial Plan, we are concerned with the quality of the process
undertaken to prepare the Draft Spatial Plan.
4. It is important to emphasise that a spatial plan should be developed through a
robust process, in accordance with a strong evidence base. If the spatial plan is not
informed by the issues, opportunities, constraints and demands facing the District,
or if the identification and evaluation of options is inadequate, the resultant spatial
plan will not be robust, and can be easily undermined in later district plan processes.
5. Our reservations with the process are reflected in the resultant Draft Spatial Plan,
which neglects to adequately assess a number of areas that have potential to
provide for future urban growth in the short to medium term.
Significance of the Draft Spatial Plan for our properties
6. We own properties at 9 and 11 Campbell Drive, Martinborough (see Appendix 1).
These properties fall within the Draft Spatial Plan Residential Growth Option MC
‘Lake Ferry – White Rock Outer Residential Lifestyle’ (46 ha in size).
7. The Draft Spatial Plan earmarks this option as ‘potential future stages for residential
growth and change if we need them’. However, it is unclear what the timeframes
and criteria are for the release of this land for residential development. This leaves
ourselves and other landowners on Campbell Drive, uncertain of the future
possibilities for our land.
8. Not only does the Draft Spatial Plan introduce uncertainty on the potential use of our
(and others) land in the future, but it is unclear what this direction in the Draft
Spatial Plan means for future resource consent and private plan changes applications
under the Operative Wairarapa Combined District Plan (District Plan).
9. Our assumption is that the Council would discourage re-zoning or development of
areas not identified for recommended option for growth in the Spatial Plan, because
doing so would be ‘inconsistent’ with the Spatial Plan. To discourage the
development of areas that are suitable for residential use but have not been
identified due to a weak spatial planning process, would be an example of poor
planning practice and would result in inferior outcomes for our District.
10. The Residential Growth Option MC ‘Lake Ferry – White Rock Outer Residential
Lifestyle’ identifies land for rural lifestyle development, in the form of 2000-4000m2
sized lots. The future intended use of our land is consistent with the long term
desired outcomes for this area, however it is unclear what this means for the
potential development of our properties in the short term.
11. It is important that Council provide clear criteria and timeframes for the release of
land for residential development, not only provide certainty to landowners and
investors, but to ensure that development capacity modelling and land release is
informed by accurate information on supply and demand.
Campbell Drive an option for residential growth
12. Our properties at 9 and 11 Campbell Drive are currently zoned Rural (Primary
Production), and directly adjoin the existing Residential Zone. 9 Campbell Drive is
0.83 ha in size and 11 Campbell Drive is 1.38 ha. Both properties are occupied by a
single dwellings that take up only half of the land area. As separate owners of 9 and
11 Campbell Drive, we would both like to subdivide our property into two or more
lots, as the current size of our sections are too large, and are not being fully utilised.
13 W id th t ti id ll it d t id ti l / id ti l lif t l



Spatial Plan Feedback Form

13. We consider that our properties are ideally suited to residential / residential lifestyle
development given that:
a. The properties have road frontage on to two formed urban streets,
maximising the use of existing roading infrastructure
b. The properties adjoin the existing Residential Zone to the north east, where
the land has been developed to a much higher density (lots ranging from 0.09
to 0.13 ha)
c. Adjoining properties to the north west, west and south are in residential use,
and most are all smaller in size than our properties.
d. Existing sewer and water infrastructure is available on Campbell Drive, with a
sewer main traversing both our properties.
e. The properties are not within areas of Liquefaction Risk, Flood Risk, or
Earthquake Hazards, as identified on the Wairarapa Maps.
f. While the land is currently zoned Rural (Primary Production), this does not
accurately reflect the current land use, which is residential. We consider that
the use of our properties for primary production (which is the key purpose of
the Rural Zone) would be inappropriate, and would result in significant
reverse sensitivity issues, considering the sensitive surrounding land uses.
14. The selection of options identified in the Draft Spatial Plan appear not to be based on
clear and consistent criteria, and the justification for the recommended urban-rural
boundary is unclear. For example, Option MC scores 2 in relation to water supply,
however as outlined above, water infrastructure is available on Campbell Drive.
15. There is also inconsistency in the scoring of different options against the same
criteria. An example of this, is where the absence of information on flood risk has
been used as a reason for scoring down option MC in relation to stormwater. It is
important to note, that where there are gaps in knowledge this should be
highlighted, with action taken to fill those gaps. Decisions should not be made, or
options must not be ruled out, where there is insufficient information available.
Changes sought
16. We ask that the Council amend the Draft Spatial Plan, as follows:
a. Include the properties located at 9 and 11 Campbell Drive (shown in Figure 2,
Appendix 1) as part of the Residential Growth Area for Martinborough, and
b. Amend the Draft Spatial Plan, which includes supporting analysis, to ensure
that the growth option identification and analysis process is undertaken in a
robust manner, and ensures that the Spatial Plan will carry appropriate weight
when informing the upcoming District Plan review process.

Q13

Do you support the recommended growth options
Featherston growth node (FA), Featherston Outer
Residential (South) (FB) and Featherston Outer
Residential Lifestyle (North) (FC) for Featherston? (See
page 6 for details)

Respondent skipped this question

Q14

Please give your reasons below

Respondent skipped this question
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Q15

Do you support the recommended growth option (Existing
Mid Residential (GF) and Jellicoe-Papawai Mid Residential
(GB)) for Greytown? (See page 7 for details)

Respondent skipped this question

Q16

Please give your reasons below

Respondent skipped this question

Q17

Do you want to speak to your submission?

Yes

Q18

Which is your preferred hearing date?

Either

Q19

Where did you find out about the Spatial Plan
Consultation?

Respondent skipped this question



 



 

Appendix 1 Property maps 

 
Figure 1 Location of properties at 9 and 11 Campbell Drive, Martinborough, and District Plan zones  

9 Campbell Drive  

11 Campbell Drive  



 

 

Figure 2 Draft Spatial Plan map for Martinborough (where the orange area highlighted contains the 
properties at 9 and 11 Campbell Drive) 



 
Figure 3 Aerial photograph which shows 11 Campbell Drive, Martinborough 

 

 
Figure 4 Aerial photograph which shows 9 Campbell Drive, Martinborough 
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